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Abstract. We consider a model of computation where the execution of a program on an input 
corresponds to calculating a product in a finite monoid. This model has recently been formalized 
to give an algebraic point of view on certain types of boolean circuits. We focus our discussion 
on computations over aperiodic monoids: in particular we exhibit examples of such monoids over 
which it is not possible to count modulo p. 
0. Introduction 
In [4] a model of computation is formalized in which monoids are used to 
recognize subsets of (0, 1)“. This model can be viewed as a generalization of 
finite-state automata, and is essentially equivalent o that of bounded-width branch- 
ing programs considered in [2]: the monoid version arose as an attempt o give an 
algebraic point of view on certain types of boolean circuits that are commonly 
considered in the study of parallel computations. We refer the reader to [6] for a 
general introduction to the circuit approach to parallelism. 
In this article we will mostly discuss computations over aperiodic monoids, i.e. 
those that satisfy an equ ion of the form n;’ - m’+’ for some t 2 0. In [4] it is 
shown that such computations correspond to what is realizable by families of 
unbounded fan-in boolean circuits for which the depth is kept constant, indepen- 
dently of the size of the input: in this correspondence, the length of the computation 
is roughly the size of the circ it. It is now a classical result of complexity theory 
that constant-depth c&&tits of subexponential size cannot recognize the language 
D, = {w: 1 WI, = 0 mod p>, where 1~~1 1 denotes the number of occurrences of 1 in 
e string w (see [ 1 I] for instance): it follows that programs over aperiodic monoids 
cannot recognize P in subexponential length. 
The contributions of this article are the following: we exhibit a specific aperiodic 
monoid over which exponentiali;. long programs can be written to recognize arbitrary 
subsets of (0, I}*. e next show that over certain monoids any corn 
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can be done is realizable in g,olynomial time: hence such monoids cannot recognize 
MOD,. Finally, we prove2 *Ising representations of languages by polynomials, the 
impossibility of counting iilodulo p for two other classes of monoids: in particular 
we give examples of such aperiodic monoids that have arbitary dot-depth. 
efinitions and notation 
Let M be a finite monoid. Fix an integer n, denote by [n] the set { 1, . . . , n} and 
set I,,=[n]xM {‘A Elements of I, are called instructions and a program over M is . 
a finite sequence of instructions, i.e. a word in If. To each instruction Y = (if) and 
to each program P = Z-Q . . . y are associated functions from (0, 1)” into M: if 
w=w1... w, E (0, l}“, then V(W) =f(Wi) and P(w) = V,(W) . . . V,(W), this product 
taking place in the monoid M. Given FE M the program P is said to recognize the 
set P-‘(F) c_ (0, 1)“. A language L C_ (0, 1)” is recognizable by M if for each n there 
exists a program P, E I: and a subset F, G M such that LA (0, 1)" = P,‘( F,). Since 
we do not put any uniformity conditions on the sequences of programs and accepting 
subsets, recognizable languages need not be recursively enumerable. 
In this model, the computing resources available are the algebraic structure of 
the monoid over which the computation is taking place and the lengths of the 
programs. We are thus led to the following types of questions: 
can a given monoid M recognize a given subset of (0, l}*? 
given that L can be recognized by M, what is the minimal ength of a program P,, 
accepting Ln (0, l}“, expressed as a function of n? 
For example, to say that M recognizes L in polynomial time means that the sequence 
of accepting programs P, can be chosen such that the length of the nth program is 
O(n’) for some constant 6: independent of n. 
An important result of Barrington [l] relates programs and circuits. A language 
L can be recognized in polynomial time by a sequence of programs over a finite 
monoid M ifi it can be recognized by a family of fan-in two boolean circuits of 
logarithmic depth: moreover the monoid can always be chosen to be any non- 
commutative simple group. This relationship can be refined and extended in several 
directions [4]: for example, constant-depth families of unbounded fan-in boolean 
circuits correspond to computations over aperiodic monoids; allowing MOD,-gates 
in such circuits corresponds to computations over monoids in which every group 
is solvable: in both cases the size of the circuit is essentially the length of the 
corresponding program. 
The notion of recognition by finite monoids just introduced can be related to 
finite-state machines. Consider a finite-state automaton over the alphabet {0,1} 
whose transition monoid is here exists a specif c function j% 
the automaton acts on words of length n as the program (1,f) . . . (n,f): moreover 
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the accepting subset F C_ M is fixed independently of n. Thus a finite automaton 
can be seen as a very special case of a program. To distin uish this second notion 
of recognition, we will say that the language accepted by such an automatc,n is 
rutionally recognized by M. An alternative definiti 
the more general sense) can be given in terms of 
M is generated by the set A: a program PE If can then be viewed 
from (0, 1)’ into A*. A language LG (0, 1)’ is recognized by if for each n there 
exists a program P, and a language K,, G A* that is rationally recognized by M 
such that L n (0, 1)” = Pi*(&). This second definition is clearly equivalerrt to the 
first one. The advantage is that we can often use known descriptions of languages 
rationally recognized by M to deduce properties of the sets Pi’:&). 
A monoid MO is said to divide a monotd M, if MO is a morphic image of a 
sub-monoid of M,. If such is the case and MO recognizes a language L, then so 
does Ml. We will phrase most of our results in terms of varieties. A variety is a 
class of finite monoids closed under division and finite direct product (see [7] or 
[S]). Aperiodic monoids form a variety. Other examples that will be used in this 
paper are 
J1={M:st=ts,s2=S) 
R = {M: there exists k such that (st)‘s = ( s?)~} 
L = {M: there exists k such that t( st)k = (st )‘) 
DA= {M: there exists k such that (st)k(ts)k(st)k = (st)k} 
6, = {M: there exists k such that g9 = 1). 
If V and W are two varieties then V v W is the variety generated by the monoids 
MO x Ml, Mom V, Ml E W and V * W will denote the variety generated by the 
monoids MO * Ml where M,E V, Ml E W and * is the semi-direct product. 
The following notation will also be used. The cardinality of a finite set S is written 
ISI. If x and v = ul.. . ak are words in A*, (f) is the number of factorizations oc x 
asx=x,u,x,... a& : a&) will be the set of words of length s k such that (E) 3 1 e 
lversal erio 
If no restrictions are put on the lengths of the programs that can be used, there 
then exist universal monoids, i.e. monoids capable of recognizing arbitrary subsets 
or example, in IS], it is shown is universal iff it is not 
this section, we exhibit a speci onoid that is universal: 
the construction given here is due to Straubing. 
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Let U be the transition 
an identity 1 u, a zero OU 
I a b 
b 
Fig. 1. 
monoid of the partial automaton shown in Fig. 1. U has 
and four other elements whose products are given by 
c d 
a a c c c 
b d Ou b 0” 
a 0” c Ou 
i d b b d 
It satisfies the equation m* = m3, and hence is aperiodic. 
For any w=wl... w, E (0, l)“, we define the program P, = v1 . . . v,, as follows: 
writing (i,f(O),f( 1)) for the instruction t” = (if), we set, for i < n, 
{ 
(i,l,a) ifw,=O, 
“= (i,a,l& ifWi=l 
and 
(n,b$c) ifw,,,=O, 
v, = 
(n,c,b) ifw,,=l. 
This program has the property that &,(y j = b if w = y and &(y) = c otherwise. If 
L c (0, l}“, the program P obtained by concatenating in any order all the P” such 
that w E L will recognize L since L = P-“({ u, 6)). It will be seen in Section 4 that 
no idempotent monoid is universal, hence the aperiodicity index of U is best possible. 
ial lengt 
The construction in the last section yields a program over U whose length is 
proportional to the cardinality of the subset of (0,l)” that is to be recognized, hence 
can be exponential. e know that exponential length is indeed required for programs 
over U to recognize sets like MOD,. For certain monoids, it is the case that any 
program can be replaced by a nt one of polynomial length: hence these 
monoids cannot be universal. been shown to be the case for nilpotent 
groups [ 51. e will now prov erty also holds for t 
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an input word w of length n we associate 
(P) = P(w). We thus get a congruence on 
#w(Q) for all w E (0, 1)“. Clearly, when 
subset recognized by P is also recognized by Q and vice versa. 
IjME there exists constants c = ) such that any 
n-input program over is equivalent to a prog 
Let A be a finite set generating M and let a# : A* -+ 
There exists an integer k, that depends only on such that xak y implies 4(x) = 
4(y), where ok is the congruence on * defined by x ak y iff for all x = x0x1 there 
exists y = yoyl such that (Y/&O) = (Yk( ) and for all y = y. y1 there exists x = x,x, 
such that q&O) = (Y&O) (See [8, p. 1171). 
Letx=a,... a, E A*: delete ach letter ai such that a&(& . e . ai) = @(aI . . . ai-1). 
The resulting word y = bl . . . b, is Clearly congruent to x modulo ck. Let yi be the 
prefix of length i of y : the sequence a&)1 . . . , ak (ys) is strictly increasing. 
the length of y is < klAlk. 
Let now A = 1”. The congruence ok refines =: hence any program P E 1: is 
equivalent to a program of length c k) &I” = kl M I*n k. Cl 
Theorem 3.2. If M E v L, any computation over M can be realized in polynomial time. 
Proof. It suffices to consider a program P E I$ over M, x M2, MI E and 
to show that P is equivalent to a program of length cnk for some constan;: c and k 
independent of n. Define PI over MI by replacing each instruction (i,f) of P by 
(i, w,f) where vl is the projection onto MI : define P2 similarly. Now P(w) = 
( m, , m2) iff P, ( w ) = ml and P2( w) = m2. By Lemma 3.1, there exists Q1 of length 
cInkl that is equivalent to PI : by left-right duality there exists Q2 of length c2ns 
equivalent to P2. Next define Qi over MI x M2 by replacing each instruction (i, f) 
of Q, by (iJ) where f(b) = (f(b), l&: define Qi similarly. Then QiQi( w) = 
(m,, m2) iff Q1( w) = ml and Q2( w) = m2. Th:.: new program is equivalent to P and 
its length is bounded above by cnk where c = 2max{ cl, c2} and k = max{ k, , k2} are 
independent of n. Cl 
Cotroll 3.3. If M is the variety cannot recognize the language 
A cannot count 
The crucial property of the vari 
any surjective morphism 
y of length polynomial in 
not have this property: for example, the free idempotent mo 
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A has elements whose shortest representatives are of length exponential in the size 
of the alphabet. Other techniques have to be used to show that monoids in 
cannot count modulo p. Our approach is based on work of Smolenski [ 10). 
Let q be a prime integer and Z4 be the field with q elements. Denote by Vi the 
algebra of polynomials in n commuting variables X1, . . . , X” with coefficients in 
Zs, modulo the ideal J generated by the polynomials Xf - Xi. Thus each element 
of Vi is of the form 
Interpreting the input symbols 0 and 1 as the corresponding elements of 24, the 
polynomials of Ui determine functions from (0, 1)” into Z4. Conversely any such 
function f is given by the polynomial &,l)n f( w)x,,,, where 
is the characteristic function of the set {w}. We say that a subset L G (0, 1)” is 
represented over Zs by the element rL of Vi if rL is the characteristic function crf L. 
Note that when rl , r2 represents the sets &, L2 respectively, then 1 - rl represents 
(0, 1)” - L1 and rrr2 represents & n L2. 
Lemma 4.1 (Smolenski [lo]). If L = U:=, Li c (0, 1)” and each rLi is of degree c then 
for any integer k a polynomial t E LJ: of degree c(q - l)k can be found that di$ers 
f rom rL on 62 “-’ words of (0, 1)“. The same property holds for n. 
.2 (Smolenski [lo]). Let p, q be distinct primes, L,, = MOD,, n (0, 1)“. If 
( ) rn neN is a sequence of polynomials, r,, E LJ: of degree o(G), then r, di$ers from rL,, 
on at least 2”~’ -0(2”) words of (0, 1)“. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A product K = K1 . . . KS of subsets of A* is unambiguous 
if any w E K has a unique factorization w1 . . . w, such that wi E Kim It is known that 
a language K c_ A* is rationally recognized by a monoid in DA iff it is a boolean 
function of languages of the form Aga,At . . . a,A$ where ai E A, Ai c A and the 
product is unambiguous [9]. We now consider an n-input program P = v1 . . . vl over 
an A-generated monoid M that belongs to A, and an unambiguous product K of 
the above form. 
For any lGi,C- l <i,SIlet 
L(i l,...,iS)= P,f,_,(At)n v,'(a,)n Pi,:,,i,-,(AT)n. l l 
where 
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.3. There are at most (2n)” non-empty terms in the union (*). 
roof. Let wEL(i,,...,i,)andsuppose vi,=(j,,_fi),...,v,=(jJ&Let Qbethe 
program obtained from P by removing all instructions (i,f) when i & {j, , . . . , jJ. 
Suppose y E L agrees with w in positions jr,. . . , js: thus Q(w) = Q(y) E 
AtalA;“. . . asAg. Because the product is unambiguous, the factorization must be 
the same for bo _h words: this implies that y E L( ii, . . . , is) as well. Hence for each 
choice of s positions in [n] and each choice of assignment to these positions there 
can be at most one non-empty term in the union. Cl 
Theorem 4.4. If p is prime, then MOD,, cannot be recognized by M E 
Proof. Fix a prime integer q different from p. Let L s (0, 1)” be recognized by 
We will construct a sequence of polynomials (&EN, r, E Vi of degree o(G) such 
that r, differs from aL,(o,l)‘l on ~cFz~~~-~(~“) input, where c and k are constant with 
respect o n; thus by Lemma 4.2, L cannot be MOD,. First assume that L,, = Ln 
(0, 1)” = P-*(K) where K = AgalA:. . . a,A$ is an unambiguous product. Note that 
the maximum value that s can take depends only on M. Thus L, is a union of at 
most (2n)” languages of the form L( il, . . . , is). Each polynomial of the form rv-lta) 
has degree 1; also 
i 
Pi.j(B*) = n U vil( b) 
and using Lemma 4.1 we can find a polynomial of degree o(6) that will differ 
from rP;;(s+) on S2”-“(“n) inputs. It follows that for each language L( il, . . . , is) a 
polynomial of degree o(G) can be found that will differ from rL(i,,_..,i,) on s 
(s + 1)2”-“(J”) inputs. Using once more unambiguity of the product K, the union 
(*) is seen to be disjoint: hence the sum of all rL(i,,.._,i,) such that L( il, . . . , is) is 
non-empty will have degree o(G) and will differ from ~,TI(~) on G(S+ 1)~ 
(2n)S2n-O(Jn) inputs. In general L, is a boolean function of unambiguous products 
of the form discussed above. The maximum size of this boolean function depends 
only on M and is thus constant with respect to n. We can thus combine the 
polynomials corresponding to the factors of the boolean function to obtain a 
polynomial r, of degree o(G) differing from rL,, on <cnk2”-o(Jn) inputs, where c 
and k are independent of n. Cl 
Any monoid satisfying the equation m = m* belongs to the variety 
such monoid can be universal. 
ence no 
5. on01 itra 
The natural rameterization for aperio ic monoids is t 
The kth level is defined as the variety generated by the syntact 
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languages in A* Dk, for all alphabets A, where A* Do = {A*} and * Dk is the boolean 
algebra generated by 
{&u& . . . a,K, : aj E A, I$ E A*Dk_l). 
This hierarchy is known to be infinite [3]. The variety A studied in the last section 
is strictly contained in 2. In this section we will prove that for every k, there are 
monoids in that cannot count modulo p. The argument will be once more based 
on representations of languages by polynomials. 
An example of a monoid in lPk - &_l /Z given by the transition monoid 
the partial automaton in Fig. 2. 
Mk of 
Fig. 2. 
Lemma 5.1. Mk divides Mk+*. 
roof. Complete both automata by a sink state s. Define 4 : { 1,. . . , k+ 1, s} + 
11 , . . . , k, s} by b(i) = i for i # k + 1 and 4( k + 1) = s. Denote the transition function 
of the kth automaton by S,. Then 
~kW), a) = Wk+Ai Q)) and &(4(j), b) = &(aj+l(i, 6)) 
for all iE (1 , . . . , k + 1, s}. This condition implies division of the respective 
monoids. Cl 
mm 2. For any prime q, Mk E Jl * 6,. 
roof. By Lemma 5.1 we can assume that k = qa. Let A = {a, b}. It suffices to show 
that any subset of A* rationally recognized by the automaton generating Mk is also 
recognized by 0 2, where ME and 2” is the cyclic group of order k Denote 
the states of 2, by (1 , . . . , k} and its transition function by j.&k, where pk( & a) = 
i+lmodkandpk(i,b)=i-ImodkLet 
en 
..= XE 
‘J 1 *: &(i, X) =9’) and R, = {x E A*: pk(i, x) = j}. 
y [8, p. 2351 this insures the desired property. Cl 
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mma 5.3. Let GE L s (0, 1)" be recognized by 6. There exists a constant 
c = c( G) such that L is represented by a polynomial in U 1 of degree c. 
roof. Let L = P-‘(K) where K is rationally recognized by G. From 171, it is known 
that K is a boolean function of languages of the form {x: (f) = s mod q}: the size 
of this boolean function and the length of the words u to consider are bounded by 
constants that depend only on G. In [S] it is shown that for every such language 
the corresponding polynomial in Vi has degree c where c is the length of v. The 
lemma follows. Cl 
Lemma 5.4. Let K be rationally recognized by M E Gq, L = P-‘( KaA*) E (0, 1)“. Then 
for any integer k a polynomial t of degree ck, c independent of n, can be found 
di$ers from rL on ~2”~~ input. 
Proof. Let P = v1 . . . v/. Then L = uf=, L(i) where L(i) = P&(K) n vi’(a). By 
Lemma 5.3, each term of the union is represented in Vi by a polynomial of degree 
independent of n. By Lemma 4.1, the result follows. Cl 
Theorem 5.5. Letp, q be distinct primes, M E J, * Gq. Then M cannot recognize MOD,. 
Proof. If L is recognized by M, then L n (0, 1)” is a (constant-size) boolean function 
of languages that are either recognized by a monoid in Gq or of the form given in 
Lemma 5.4 [8, p. 2351. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, for each term in the boolean function, 
a polynomial of degree o(G) can be found that differs from the characteristic 
function of that term on ~2n-o(Jn’ inputs. If the boolean function has size s, we 
can combine these polynomials to get an element of Ui of degree o(A) that differs 
from rLrs{o,l)” on Ss2 n-“(Jn) inputs. By Lemma 4.2, L cannot be MOD,. El 
Corollary 5.6. Mk cannot recognize MOD,,. 
6. Conclusion 
In general, membership in MOD, can be decided by a program over an aperiodic 
monoid but only in exponential ength. This paper has shown that certain monoids 
are too “weak” to count modulo p, whatever length of programs is allowed. 
conjecture that an aperiodic monoid recognize the set 
where U is the 6 
introduced in Section 2. is turns out to be equivalent o show that any monoid 
riodic monoids, cannot 
e further conjecture that any comput 
AND iff there are languages which cannot be recognized by G. 
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